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                   Sustainability challenges and opportunities 
 With more than one-half of the world’s growing population (now 

∼ 7 billion) living in cities, a sustainable physical infrastructure 

is central to improving and maintaining a high quality of life. 

Concrete is an important component of this infrastructure, with 

a current annual per capita consumption of about 2.8 tonnes (t) 

(  Figure 1  ). Concrete powers a worldwide US$35 billion indus-

try, employing more than two million workers in the United 

States alone. This high demand is driven by a number of remark-

able properties of this material (  Table I  ), with which a structural com-

posite with complex geometry and high strength can be created 

on demand by mixing water with cement powder and stone. This 

“liquid stone” processing capacity enables rapid construction 

and repair of geometrically complex pavements, bridges, build-

ings, and waterways. However, such high usage carries a price 

associated with Earth’s fi nite resources and limited tolerance for 

industrial byproducts. Sustainable use of concrete requires that 

its function and costs (in economic, environmental, energy, and 

social terms) be evaluated within the context of its end use and 

that new and highly optimized materials be developed ( Table I ).

Life-cycle assessment shows quantitatively that the greatest 

environmental burden from structures such as buildings occurs 

during the use stage,  5   which presents new priorities for the 

exploration of property and processing optimization.         

 As illustrated in   Figure 2  , concrete is manufactured locally 

and directly from readily available limestone and clay, which 

are mixed without refi nement and then heated in a large, rotating 

kiln (up to 200 m in length) to temperatures of about 1500°C. 

Carbon dioxide is generated from both the combustion to pro-

vide heat and the decomposition of limestone (CaCO 3 ). A large 

kiln can produce up to 10,000 t of so-called clinker nodules 

per day, which are then ground into a fi ne gray powder, with 

addition of gypsum. The resulting so-called portland cement is 

transformed into familiar concrete by the addition of sand and 

gravel and, most importantly, water. Whereas sand and gravel 

are largely inert fi llers, a chemical transformation occurs that 

turns the cement–water mixture from a liquid suspension into a 

solid binding matrix called cement paste. One indication of the 
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complexity of the reaction is the long induction period, lasting 

for several hours after mixing, giving time for transport and 

placement. This is followed by relatively rapid hardening into 

a load-bearing solid.     

 For decades, it has been broadly accepted that the scale 

of relevance for several properties of cement-based materials 

is the atomic scale, although realization of the structure and 

properties at this scale has been achieved only recently. This 

article discusses the opportunities and challenges inherent in 

predicting key synthesis and property benchmarks of cement 

paste, with a specifi c focus on connecting atomistic simulations 

to performance. Ultimately, the goal is to identify opportuni-

ties for improving the sustainability of our built infrastructure. 

Such potential can be illustrated by considering how changes 

in the composition of precursor materials affect energy con-

sumption; how simulations can predict rates of setting, which, 

in turn, affect construction speed and thus pollution; and how 

the improved physical and mechanical properties of cement 

paste can reduce materials and energy consumption in new 

infrastructural designs. 

 We fi rst outline the key steps in cement and concrete produc-

tion, to illustrate opportunities for innovation at the microscale to 

lead to improvements at the macroscale. Next, we discuss specifi c 

examples wherein computational modeling and simulation have 

been related to experiments in a way that both offers new routes 

of inquiry and exposes the current challenges in relating molecular 

mechanisms to practical performance and sustainability.   

 Innovation in cement and concrete science 
 Traditionally, advances in cement and concrete performance have 

been made through iterative experiments focused on macroscale 

behavior in physical structures that have lifetimes of several 

decades. Such approaches can be regarded as “top-down” in that the 

engineering of the mechanical properties of the system is governed 

by the design goals at the macroscale. In contrast, the “bottom-

up” approach to materials design starts at a smaller scale, where 

the material is described as an assembly of atoms and molecules 

arranged in a certain structure, and works up through the mesoscale 

to the macroscale to achieve improved functionality. In this article, 

we discuss the latter approach in the context of cement-science 

innovation, with attention to the challenges and opportunities of 

bridging the microscale–macroscale gap to address challenges in 

environmental sustainability and enable new applications. 

 To relate the basic steps of 

concrete production to funda-

mental material processes and 

sustainability, consider the sim-

plifi ed schematic in  Figure 2 . 

The final product for infra-

structure is typically concrete, 

obtained by adding aggregate 

(e.g., gravel, stone) at the mix-

ing stage. The cohesion within 

concrete is attributed to the 

hardened paste, also called the 

binder phase. It is a noncrystal-

line compound of calcium sili-

cate hydrate, CaO-SiO 2 -H 2 O 

(C-S-H), where the hyphens 

indicate a variable, nonstoi-

chiometric composition. From 

the standpoint of materials sci-

ence innovation, there exist 

  
 Figure 1.      Cement production/use in several countries for 

the years 2004–2007, as a barometer of concrete usage 

and infrastructure renewal. For each tonne consumed, 

approximately 0.5 t of CO 2  is produced, providing strong 

motivation for new concepts in sustainable design and use 

of concrete. Figure adapted from Reference  1 ; data from 

References  2 – 4 .    

 Table I.      Properties of cement or cement paste (not concrete), with associated goals that will assist 
in reducing the environmental footprint.  a            

   Property  Range  Goal to meet sustainability challenge     

 Compressive strength  20–200 MPa  Control target strength to exact requirements to 
avoid overdesign and excessive use of raw 
materials   

 Flexural strength  4–16 MPa  Increase tensile strength and reduce reinforcement   

 Shrinkage  300–800  μ m/m  Reduce shrinkage, particularly for slabs and 
pavements   

 Creep  2–8  μ m/(m·kPa)  Reduce creep in reinforced concrete   

 Density  2500 kg/m 3   Predict and optimize magnitude directly from mix 
design   

 Embodied CO 2   150–300 kg of CO 2 /m 3  
of concrete 

 Reduce through changes in processing and/or 
composition   

 Embodied energy  0.95 MJ/kg  Reduce   

 Cost  US$110/t  Maintain low   

     a      Data acquired from broad literature and Portland Cement Association.    
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several opportunities for fundamental studies that can impact 

concrete sustainability. We illustrate this by (1) considering the 

clinker grinding process from a fracture-mechanics perspective, 

(2) modeling clinker dissolution through electronic-structure 

calculations, (3) studying C-S-H precipitation and cement paste 

setting through atomistic simulations, and (4) probing the struc-

tural and mechanical behavior of the hardened paste. 

 In materials research, it has been recognized that a mul-

tiphysics (or multidisciplinary), multiscale approach can 

be useful in correlating complex microstructures with mac-

roscopic physical properties. Given the structural, chemi-

cal, and mechanical phenomena indicated in  Figure 2  and 

the emerging tools of both modeling and simulation  6   ,   7   and 

characterization,  7   one can identify a number of materials 

phenomena for the study of mechanisms at the microscale. A 

selection of the processes relevant to concrete 

processing (in  Figure 2 ) is shown in   Figure 

3  . What is envisaged is a progression (from 

left to right) in capability to perform model-

ing studies at increasingly larger scales. In 

the microscale domain, individual phenom-

ena such as clinker grinding, clinker disso-

lution, C-S-H precipitation, and setting can 

be investigated as standalone problems. This 

type of research is feasible through materials 

modeling and simulation. The results of such 

studies can then be passed to mesoscale simu-

lations, performed using cement hydration 

codes that are currently being developed.  8   ,   9   

The expectation is that these simulations will 

give hydration characteristics (heat curves 

and set times) that also can be obtained in 

macroscale industrial laboratory tests on 

specimens of the actual cement paste and 

concrete that will be poured at a construc-

tion site. It is the linking of the micro- to the 

macroscale—from computational predictions 

to experiments—that will enable atomic-scale 

innovations to impact performance relevant to 

industry and users. This, then, is the goal of mechanism-based 

concrete sustainability research. It is clear that bridging this 

gap—from microscale to macroscale and from fundamental 

research to industrial implementation—is an endeavor critical 

to the advancement of sustainable concrete, as well as a chal-

lenge shared with nearly all materials-enabled applications.       

 Stages of cement-paste development  
 Clinker grinding and dissolution 
 Today’s cement is essentially created from a synthetic rock, 

called clinker, which is a heterogeneous material.  10   Alite and 

belite, the two major clinker phases, are solid solutions of cal-

cium silicates, Ca 3 SiO 5  (denoted C 3 S) and Ca 2 SiO 4  (denoted 

C 2 S), respectively, typically stabilized by a few percent of 

impurities. (Aluminates and ferrites are the other phases 

  
 Figure 2.      Cement processing, including heating and grinding of limestone and clay to produce clinker, cooling and grinding of clinker to 

produce cement powder, mixing of the powder with water (hydration) to initiate setting, and evolution of the hardened paste. Gravel is 

added at the mixing stage to produce concrete. The images of cement powder and concrete were obtained from the Portland Cement 

Association and CSM Instruments, respectively, and were used with permission.    

  
 Figure 3.      The notion of a “microscale–macroscale gap” in multiphysics–multiscale materials 

modeling illustrated in the context of cement-science innovation. Along the modeling-

capability axis, domain separations are indicated between microscale and mesoscale 

simulations and between mesoscale simulations and macroscale modeling (either simulation 

or laboratory experiment). Along the complexity axis, unit processes are idealized or isolated 

behavior where variations in local variables, such as chemical and structural compositions 

and microstructure details, and coupling to external state variables (temperature and stress) 

are simplifi ed or neglected. The overall bridging from microscale to macroscale constitutes a 

fundamental challenge to a modeling-based approach to concrete sustainability.    
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commonly present in industrial clinker.) For all cement clinker 

compositions, the last manufacturing step includes mechani-

cal grinding. The energy required to grind these nodules into 

powder can be related to the fundamental fracture properties 

of clinker, which can be accessed by experiment and simu-

lation. Ulm et al. developed a scratch-based experimental 

approach to estimate a mixed-mode fracture toughness,  K  c , 

from lateral scratch-force-versus-distance measurements 

(  Figure 4  a,b) and showed that the  K  c  value of belite is 2–3 

times that of alite,  11   implying that the grinding energy is 4–9 

times greater for belite. This quantifi cation of the microscale 

fracture toughness of belite (and thus greater mechanical 

energy and associated CO 2  production to fracture it) presents 

an interesting environmental tradeoff, in that increased use 

of belite clinker would reduce the associated CO 2  burden of 

the clinker because belite contains less calcium oxide than 

does alite.     

 Indeed, researchers have long pursued a modifi cation to 

the manufacturing process that would allow for a decrease in 

cement’s environmental footprint through the use of belite as 

the main clinker phase. This motivation is due in part to the 

lower CaO composition and in part to the lower temperature 

necessary to produce belite ( ∼ 1200°C, or  ∼ 300°C less than that 

required for alite).  9   Clearly, the reduction in energy required 

to form belite would provide both economic and environmen-

tal benefi ts.  12   However, the lower reactivity of belite with 

water prevents belite-rich cement from fulfi lling the required 

strength development standards (i.e., suffi ciently short reac-

tion times and setting/curing times) under time constraints of 

construction,  13   which dramatically reduces its use. Thus, the 

more reactive alite phases dominate (typically 70–80%) in 

new infrastructure. 

 An atomic understanding of clinker solubility has not yet 

been achieved, with intriguing hypotheses awaiting valida-

tion.  14   In fact, despite the vast recent literature on cement 

hydrates,  11   ,   15   –   19   previous studies on clinker are rather scarce  20   ,   21   

and mainly focused on structural properties,  22   with a few experi-

mental results suggesting possible infl uences on reactivity.  23   ,   24   

These limited data show discrepancies and leave many unan-

swered questions, and thus, the search for a belite phase with 

higher reactivity has been carried out chiefl y by trial and error. 

Several strategies have been attempted, including modifying 

the chemical structure of belite by thermal processing or by 

including chemical impurities.  25   –   28   Despite partial success,  28   

there is little control or understanding of where atomic sub-

stitutions take place, their effect on structure, or their role in 

chemical reactions. For these reasons, a more detailed, accu-

rate, and clear understanding is needed to suggest new paths 

for improving the reactivity of cement components producing 

lower amounts of CO 2 . 

  Figure 4c  illustrates one possible path forward in understand-

ing the impurity-altered reactivity of clinker, using electronic-

structure-based calculations of pure and chemically substituted 

belite to design “quantum clinker.” The crystallographic facet-

ing (as determined using the well-known Wulff 

construction) and dissolution reactions with 

water can be understood and manipulated from 

fi rst-principles calculations for C 2 S as a func-

tion of impurities.  29   The charge densities of both 

the conduction-band maximum (CBM) and the 

valence-band maximum (VBM) are considered 

upon the introduction of magnesium, alumi-

num, and iron impurities into C 2 S at concen-

trations of 0.5%, 1%, and 2%. Compared with 

pure C 2 S, the delocalized conduction band is 

altered upon magnesium and aluminum sub-

stitution, accumulating on the oxygen atoms 

and around the impurities. This localization 

effect is stronger for aluminum, resulting in a 

more reactive region around the impurity that is 

susceptible to nucleophilic attack, for example, 

upon exposure to water during dissolution. The 

VBM is still primarily located at the oxygen 

atoms upon magnesium and aluminum substi-

tution, although it is more localized on those 

oxygen atoms that are nearest the impurities. 

One can hypothesize that this change might 

increase the reactivity of silicate groups near the 

impurity, at the cost of decreasing the number 

of sites that can interact with electrophilic cat-

ions; such predictions can be tested experimen-

tally. This perspective on the role of impurities 

  
 Figure 4.      Scratch-based measurements of effective fracture toughness for (a) alite and 

(b) belite as a function of scratch distance. (c) Quantum calculations of the localization of 

charge density in the valence-band maximum (VBM) and conduction-band minimum (CBM) 

for pure Ca 2 SiO 4  (“C 2 S,” or belite) with and without substitutions (larger red balls), which 

can be used to predict ways to alter this fracture toughness and reactivity.    
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will be needed to design new clinker materials with enhanced 

dissolution properties. Further, the correlation of fracture resistance 

upon grinding with chemical reactivity upon dissolution—

through both experiment and modeling at larger length scales—

will help to elucidate the relative effects of faceted surface 

energy and reaction kinetics of clinker. These nanoscale effects 

facilitate C-S-H precipitation and cement-paste setting at longer 

time and length scales.   

 C-S-H precipitation and early setting 
 The hardening of cement paste, once the powder is mixed with 

water, is what gives concrete its wide utility.  30   Despite its impor-

tance, several recent reviews make clear that the processes 

that occur at the microstructure level and various stages of 

hydration are not yet well understood.  7   ,   8   ,   31   ,   32     Figure 5  a shows 

how the complex shear modulus of a cement paste, measured 

by ultrasonic wave propagation, increases during two distinct 

intervals, separated by a period of apparent inactivity.  33   This is 

the characteristic behavior of cement setting, the mechanical 

response of the paste undergoing cement hydration. Although 

the overall increase in stiffness is universally accepted, detailed 

analysis of such data is currently not feasible because the 

microstructure evolution of the paste has not been charac-

terized. To contrast this behavior with the kinetics of set-

ting,  Figure 5b  shows a typical heat-release curve commonly 

considered in discussions of cement hydration.  30   Five stages 

of temporal evolution are distinguished: initial deceleration, 

incubation, strong acceleration, second deceleration, and slow 

decay.     

 Attempts have been made to interpret various parts of 

the hydration curve.  8   ,   30   ,   31   For example, the fi rst deceleration 

is associated with the precipitation of hydration products, 

principally C-S-H but also “CH” [portlandite, Ca(OH) 2 ]. The 

incubation period and the onset of a strong acceleration are 

generally attributed to delayed nucleation of hydrates prior to 

an autocatalytic growth of the hydration products. The second 

deceleration signals the growth (precipitation) of the hydration 

products into open spaces (pores), whereas the slow decay 

indicates densifi cation in the paste. Beyond such qualitative 

interpretations, quantitative description of any portion of 

the hydration curve remains a subject of future research. In 

the same context, a systematic study of the correspondence and 

differences between measurements of setting and hydration is 

also in order. 

 Current efforts in modeling and simulation of cement 

hydration kinetics and associated microstructure evolution 

have focused primarily on development of mesoscale codes 

that can account for particular measurements.  8   Emphasis has 

been placed on hydration morphology,  34   coupled diffusion and 

reaction,  35   cellular-automata descriptions of reaction and trans-

port,  36   and a rule-based simulation platform allowing for input 

distributions of hydration products and particle sizes.  9   Collec-

tively, these codes represent mesoscale simulation capabilities 

that can potentially incorporate input from microscale modeling 

and simulation studies (such as clinker dissolution rates) to 

predict hydration behavior measurable in a laboratory (of the 

entire paste volume). This is the role envisaged for hydration 

simulation capabilities in  Figure 3 , where links to labora-

tory tests will be a critical step in bridging the “microscale–

macroscale” gap. 

 A specifi c example of microstructure development in cement 

setting that needs better understanding is the heterogeneous 

precipitation (nucleation and growth) of C-S-H and other 

hydration products that gives rise to the second increase in 

stiffness in  Figure 5a . It is possible that atomistic simulations 

could help elucidate hydration mechanisms at the molecular 

level, but this is not as straightforward as it might fi rst appear. 

Standard molecular-dynamics simulations will have diffi culties 

accessing the relevant time scales indicated in  Figure 5 , as such 

simulations are capable of resolving time scales on the order of 

nano- or microseconds. Simulation techniques that accelerate 

the sampling of rare events by using history-dependent bias 

potentials (metadynamics) are being developed.  37   ,   38   One such 

algorithm has been applied to the kinetics of microstructure 

evolution of a binary colloidal mixture (with angle-dependent 

interactions) as a conceptual model for cement setting.  39   ,   40   The 

time variation of the shear modulus simulated by this model is 

displayed in  Figure 5c , showing a qualitative correspondence 

with the experimental setting curve. On the basis of this model, 

one would interpret the initial modulus increase as arising from 

gelation of the solvent particle (species A), the induction period 

as diffusion of the solute particles (species B) to form clusters, 

and setting as the percolation of clusters of B. Work is ongoing 

to introduce the precipitation and packing of C-S-H particles 

more explicitly to test the hypothesis that hardening of the paste 

can be described as heterogeneous densifi cation.  40     

  
 Figure 5.      Time responses of a freshly made cement paste. 

(a) Increase of the shear elastic modulus measured by 

ultrasonic propagation in a paste with a water-to-cement 

ratio of 0.8; data from Reference  33 . (b) Schematic of a 

hydration curve measured by calorimetry. (c) Shear modulus 

of a binary colloidal model simulated using a combination of 

molecular dynamics and metadynamics, as described in the 

text.  38   ,   39      
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 Properties of the hardened paste 
 The hardened paste, mainly the C-S-H phase, can be considered 

as a continuous porous matrix with multiple characteristic length 

scales ranging from nanometers to millimeters (based on small-

angle x-ray or neutron scattering data  41  ) or as a granular material 

(based on nanoindentation measurements  42  ). The dimensions 

and structure of the C-S-H unit (i.e., of the C-S-H grain in a 

granular interpretation) are matters of active experimental and 

computational study, with reported dimensions ranging from a 

few nanometers  15   to a few tenths of a nanometer.  43   As C-S-H is a 

nonstoichiometric compound, composition is measured in terms 

of the Ca/Si ratio (often denoted as C/S), which ranges from 1.2 

to 2.2,  44   with maximum probability at C/S = 1.7. The precise  in 

situ  measurement of the density of this common material (2.6 g/

cm 3 ) was reported only recently.  15   At the nanoscale, diffraction 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) indicate that the 

C-S-H phase is semicrystalline, with layered crystalline regions 

with lateral dimensions of  ∼ 0.1–1 nm dispersed within a gel-like 

phase.  45   However, challenges remain in experimentally deter-

mining the detailed structure of this phase, in large part because 

this structure depends strongly on water content. 

 The correlation of composition and structure within the 

C-S-H phase thus remains an open issue. Several models have 

been proposed over the years  46   to resolve apparently contra-

dictory constraints, typically creating defects within crystal-

line mineral analogues to increase the calcium content while 

increasing the density. Although all such models can be adjusted 

to reproduce the experimentally measured C/S ratio, it has 

remained challenging to simultaneously satisfy the constraints 

of the known water content and phase density. Additionally, 

such models describe purely crystalline structures that are not 

consistent with scattering and TEM data at the nanometer scale 

and the presence of a gel phase gluing layered crystallites.  17   We 

recently developed a structural description of C-S-H, based 

on Monte Carlo simulations, incorporating water molecules 

within a highly defective mineral structure that gives a C/S ratio 

of about 1.7 and also a reasonable density of  ∼ 2.4–2.5 g/cm 3 . 

In this model, C-S-H has a defective structure with only short-

range order among silicate-rich layers, as distinguished from 

the original tobermorite mineral-based model of Pellenq and 

Van Damme that exhibited long-range order.  47   

 A consistent structural description of C-S-H is desirable. 

Beyond addressing the longstanding composition/density 

puzzle at the nanoscale and the gel-versus-nanogranular inter-

pretation of organization at the microscale, there are obvious 

consequences for concrete sustainability. For example, know-

ing the cement-paste stiffness or strength at the nano- and 

microscales, relative to cement chemistry in terms of the C/S 

ratio, provides a direct path toward engineering a stiffer or 

stronger C-S-H phase. For structural applications such as pave-

ments and buildings, this engineering of cement-paste mechani-

cal properties can result in a reduced volume of C-S-H required 

and, thus, a lower associated carbon footprint of the embodied 

energy within such structures. Interestingly, a recent life-cycle 

assessment indicated that the embodied energy of buildings in 

the United States amounts to only a few percent of the use-stage 

energy (heating and cooling over the building lifetime), whereas 

this ratio can approach unity in Europe.  48   The relevant material 

property here is thermal conductivity, and an open fundamental 

question is the relevant scale (if any) at which thermal transport 

properties of cement paste within concrete can be engineered 

to impact operational energy. 

 To refi ne multiscale C-S-H computational models and to 

test hypotheses for lowered CO 2  contributions and increased 

sustainability of cement paste and concrete, experimental vali-

dation is required. Fortunately, C-S-H within hardened cement 

paste is accessible to nanoscale, microscale, and mesoscale 

analysis by both simulation and experiment (  Figure 6  ). Char-

acterization methods that are common to engineering materials, 

including instrumented indentation, scratch testing, electron 

microscopy, wavelength-dispersive x-ray diffraction spec-

troscopy (WDS), and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy, are now being used to quantify how the 

mechanical, chemical, and structural properties depend on the 

chemical and physical environments of these pastes. In  Figure 

6 , we show instrumentation and results for WDS analysis of 

chemical composition ( Figure 6a ); nanoindentation analysis 

of phase stiffness and strength ( Figure 6b ); and scratch-based 

estimation of fracture toughness ( Figure 6c ), along with typical 

results for a portland cement paste. Importantly, these and other 

chemical and mechanical properties (e.g., creep, shrinkage), as 

well as thermal properties (e.g., heat capacity  49   and conductiv-

ity), can be measured for C-S-H and other phases within cement 

pastes and concrete over similar length scales and correlated 

with simulation predictions across length scales.     

 Further, water and electrolyte play a crucial role in the evolu-

tion and aging of the cement paste. This is particularly relevant 

at the level of C-S-H, where classical molecular simulations 

indicate that water is confi ned in nanopores.  17   This nanopore 

region is hydrophilic because the nonbridging oxygen atoms 

on the disordered silicate chains act as hydrogen-bond-acceptor 

sites, orienting the hydrogen atoms of the interfacial water 

molecules toward the calcium silicate layers. Furthermore, the 

volume and mechanical properties of C-S-H vary strongly with 

ambient humidity,  50   and shrinkage is governed by water-fi lled 

pores at multiple length scales. 

 Exploration of silicate chain lengths as a function of water 

content is underway, comparing advanced techniques such as 

solid-state  29 Si NMR spectroscopy ( Figure 6d ), which indicates 

the extent of silicate linkages and chain length, with molecular 

simulations of C-S-H.  50   Nanopore water dynamics (reported as 

relaxation times) are also accessible with  1 H nuclear spin relax-

ation NMR spectroscopy.  51   Bridging this microscale–macroscale 

gap has direct implications for concrete durability, as the motion 

of water among pores relates directly to the cohesion of the bind-

ing phase as a function of humidity and temperature and the phys-

ical state of water within pores affects durability under extreme 

changes in humidity, temperature, and mechanical strain. Here, 

predictable shrinkage and durability of the cement paste within 

concrete has an immediate impact on sustainability, for example, 
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as relates to decreased replacement demands for new raw mate-

rials in pavements and buildings and to improved performance 

in extreme weather, heating rates, or loading environments that 

currently cause warping, cracking, or phase changes.    

 A view of mechanism-based concrete 
sustainability 
 An increasing reliance on a mechanism-based approach to con-

crete sustainability refl ects the general belief that more funda-

mental understanding of a phenomenon can translate into ways 

to reduce its impact. Thus, insights into clinker grinding and 

dissolution, C-S-H precipitation and setting, and the structure 

and durability of hardened paste could contribute to the devel-

opment of alternative processing routes. For example, these 

insights could enable cement production at lower kiln tem-

peratures and/or lower grinding energies, both of which would 

lower associated CO 2  production. Additionally, correlation of 

C-S-H structure and multiscale mechanical and thermal prop-

erties will allow tailoring of such properties to infrastructure 

applications, potentially resulting in lowered demand for raw 

materials (and associated CO 2  production). We have indicated 

a number of current examples of focused research that serve 

only as illustrations of the vast research opportunities avail-

able to the materials community. Indeed, one important trend 

in improving concrete sustainability is partial replacement of 

cement paste with recycled materials such as fl y ash or fumed 

silica. However, the effects of such incorporation on reaction 

kinetics and achievable strength of such mixes add further com-

plexity that can be addressed best by predictive understanding 

of cement paste. It should be clear that a decisive impact cannot 

be achieved without the active collaboration of industry, the 

end users of concrete science and technology who will make, 

modify, and innovate new applications for this amazing material 

called “liquid stone” that holds the world together.     
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